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Founder-friendly growth capital without interest or equity
Uncapped - who we are?
We provide founder-friendly growth capital from £10k to £2 million without
interest, equity, or personal guarantees. We charge a flat 6% fee for the capital
provided and get repaid via a win-win revenue share agreement. There's no
pitching or business plans required and most decisions are made within 3
days.

Why do

use Uncapped?

We're always on the look out for new ways that we can help our clients and
support their businesses. Uncapped is a refreshing mode of finance that can
be very helpful for a company's cash flow, as repayments are based on the
company’s revenue generation in that month.
When we discovered Uncapped we knew that it could be a great option for
some of our clients that were looking for funding options to explore.

Who is it for:
Most revenue generating online businesses are eligible

Boot strapped Entrepreneurs
looking to avoid giving up control
or personal guarantees
Well funded and VC backed
companies looking for more
affordable capital as they scale

Uncapped is a great fit if
you have:
Generated sales for at
least 6 months
Reached monthly
revenues of £10K+
Positive unit economics
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Benefits:
Cheaper - much cheaper source of funding than equity or venture debt
Unsecured - our funding doesn't require security or personal guarantees
Flexible - if revenues slow down, so do our repayments - no late payment
fees
Fixed fee - we charge a simple fixed fee with no other deal costs or other
hidden charges to worry about
Legals - our short legal agreement is in plain English meaning you don't
need a lawyer - save on legal fees!

Contact samuel.jowett@chadsan.com or give
Sam a call on 0207 183 6087 for more
information about getting started.

